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Lao King's Condition Grave

Prime Minister Mohammad Ali, Commandant of Pakistan Army, today dismissed the claim of the principal of Zarwai High School, Mr. Mohammad Amin, that the school had been closed due to a shortage of funds. The school was opened in 1972 and has been attended by children from the lower-income groups of the town. The principal had previously claimed that the school was closed due to a lack of funds and lack of facilities.

U.S. Rejects U.N. Should Send Envoys to London To Stop White Supremacy in S. Rhodesia

The U.S. has announced its rejection of the proposal for the UN to send envoys to London to stop white supremacy in South Africa. The U.S. has been a strong supporter of the apartheid regime in South Africa and has not been willing to take any steps to end it.

Pakistan Bans Publication Of Ridwanullah's Speeches

The Pakistani government has banned the publication of speeches by Dr. Ridwanullah Khan, a former chief minister of the province of Sindh. The government has stated that the speeches are illegal and that the author is not permitted to publish them.

FEDERAL GERMAN AID TO POLICE HIGH SCHOOL

Dr. Schmidt-Horx Presents Equipment

Dr. Schmidt-Horx, the German ambassador to Pakistan, today presented equipment for the Police High School. The equipment includes a police training center, a police station, and a police academy.

The ambassadors last visit to Pakistan was in 1972, when they were in the country to negotiate a trade agreement.

LASS WILL NOT BE USED AGAINST THAILAND

The British government has announced that it will not use the Lass weapon against Thailand. The Lass weapon is a small, portable, high-velocity weapon that can be used as a police weapon.

The Lass weapon was developed by the British government and has been used in various conflicts around the world.

M. N. Y. Post Urges No Cut In U.S. Foreign Aid

Mr. N. Y. Post, a leading American newspaper, has issued a statement urging the U.S. government to maintain its foreign aid to Pakistan.

The statement was issued in response to reports that the U.S. government may reduce its foreign aid to Pakistan due to the country's military expenditures.

Mr. N. Y. Post is a leading American newspaper and is known for its editorial stance on foreign policy issues.

Home News In Brief

KARL, May 27.- A recognition of the Federal German Republic's support to the Ministry of Public Health in Kabul was given today by Minister of Public Health, Dr. Mohammad Ali. The German government has been contributing to the public health sector in Afghanistan for several years.

KARL, May 27.- The Cabinet of Ministers approved the establishment of a new Ministry of Education. The new ministry will be responsible for implementing education policies and ensuring the quality of education in the country.

KARL, May 27.- A conference on the future of Afghanistan was held in Kabul today. The conference was attended by representatives from various sectors of society, including government officials, business leaders, and civil society organizations.

KARL, May 27.- A statement was issued condemning the recent terrorist attacks in Pakistan. The statement was issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and was signed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Mohammad Ali.
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THE OPPORTUNE "LULL"

From a journalistic point of view, it is always refreshing to hear the 1963 news-vacuum announcements-it may justly be termed a "lull" in the headlines.

But this "lull" is not always welcome-for news always wants for words, and the "lull" is often a time when the news is least expected.

It is right to say that there are many in the international community who are looking forward to a "lull" in the headlines, and that this "lull" is welcome to them.

The "lull" in the headlines is a temporary one, and it is not to be expected that it will last for any length of time.
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ARGENTINA MINISTER RESIGNS

The resignation of the Argentine Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Carlos Nicoli, is a sign of the growing strain within the government of President Juan Peron. Mr. Nicoli has been a close associate of Mr. Peron since the inception of his government in 1943. His resignation comes at a time when the government is facing increasing pressure from the opposition parties and the military.

THE QUANTITY OF "MIND"

"MIND" is a quarterly magazine that has been publishing since 1932. It is known for its emphasis on the importance of a free press and the need for a democratic society.
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Yesterday, May 19, 1961

BRITAIN NOT TO PREVENT RHODESIA'S FEDERATION'S DISSOLUTION

N. Rhodesian Delegation's Praise
Laudatory words from N. Rhodesian ministers and African nationalist leaders Mr. Kenneth Kaunda and Mr. John Gomani have been received in London as a "statement of fact" decision the British Government announce that a "new" Federation would be formed against its will to remain in the Commonwealth. Mr. Kaunda and Mr. Gomani had proposed

The Royal Highnesses at Shah Wall Khan Ghoh, the Viceroy of Kabul and Prime Minister, visited Kabul on March 21, 1961 by the Governor of Afghanistan.

Tarapkin Accuses West Of Military Preparedness
Grohder Defends Western Alliance

Geneva, May 30 (Cenay) Speaking in the 18th session of the United Nations General Assembly, Mr. Tarapkin said that the Western alliance had "disappointed" the need for emergency measures to improve the international situation and reduce the danger of a military challenge between nuclear powers.

The Soviet representative at the UN complained that a large number of Western powers had been "unabashed".

Tarapkin also accused the US of unfair preparations for war. The Soviets, he said, had "repeatedly" appealed for a peaceful solution to the crisis.

Carpet Company To Increase Export

KABUL, May 30. The Carpet Exporting Company has shipped carpets from the Afghan Embassy here to several countries. The company reported that it had shipped carpets to France, Belgium, Italy, Germany, and the United States. The company said that it had received a lot of orders from these countries and that it was planning to increase its export.

Industrial Bank To Be Established

The government of Afghanistan plans to establish an Industrial Bank with a capital of $1 million. The bank will be operated by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The government has asked the International Monetary Fund for a loan to finance the establishment of the bank. The government has also asked the World Bank for a loan to finance the establishment of the bank.

KABUL, May 30—A report from Peshawar, Pakistan, says that the government of Pakistan has arrested a number of members of the Khaliq Khokhar party, for taking part in recent demonstrations. The government has denied the reports.
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